Using a deep neural network for four-dimensional CT artifact reduction in image-guided radiotherapy.
Breathing artifact may affect the quality of four-dimensional computed tomography (4DCT) images. We developed a deep neural network (DNN)-based artifact reduction method. We used 857 thoracoabdominal 4DCT data sets scanned with 320-section CT with no 4DCT artifact within any volume (ground-truth image). The limitations of graphics processing unit (GPU) memory prevent importation of CT volume data into the DNN. To simulate 4DCT artifact, we interposed 4DCT images from other breathing phases at selected couch positions. Two DNNs, DNN1 and DNN2, were trained to maintain the quality of the output image to that of the ground truth by importing a single and 10 CT images, respectively. A third DNN consisting of an artifact classifier and image generator networks was added. The classifier network was based on residual networks and trained to detect CT section interposition-caused artifacts (artifact map). The generator network reduced artifacts by importing the coronal image data and the artifact map. By repeating the 4DCT artifact reduction with coronal images, the geometrical accuracy in the sagittal sections could be improved, especially with DNN3. Diaphragm position was most accurate when DNN3 was applied. DNN2 corrected artifacts by using CT images from other phases, but DNN2 also modified artifact-free regions. Additional information related to the 4DCT artifact, including information from other respiratory phases (DNN2) and/or artifact regions (DNN3), provided substantial improvement over DNN1. Interposition-related artifacts were reduced by use of an artifact positional map (DNN3).